What’s happening Week 9?

A Virtual Healing Program for UCLA Students When Home is Not Safe
The RISE Center and the LGBTQ CRC, along with many campus partners, have developed a special resource to send supportive messages to UCLA students who many not feel safe at home during COVID-19. This resource includes a brief healing meditation, special video messages from student and staff, resources for specific student communities, and a safety exit link in case you need to exit. We hope these inspiring videos and practices will help you feel the power and hope of your Bruin community amidst this time of physical distance. This special resource can be found on RISE's healing website.

Apply to the Astin Community Scholars Program!
The Center for Community Learning is now accepting applications for the 2020-21 Astin Community Scholars Program. 2020-21 Astin Community Scholars will learn about conducting community-engaged research and apply that knowledge to examinations of human rights needs that currently exist at the Mexico/U.S. border. Selected undergraduates will conduct research in partnership with a community-based organization for an entire academic year while also enrolled in associated credit-bearing upper division courses. Each scholar will receive a financial aid award to fund the design and implementation of their research project. To learn more visit the Astin Scholars Program website. You can access the application here. For general questions and inquiries contact: Dr. Doug Barrera at dbarrera@college.ucla.edu.

Pandemic Parallels: Reimagining Disability
The COVID and Disability Lab will be hosting a Zoom panel on Thursday, May 28, 2020 at 2:00-3:00pm (PST). The COVID-19 pandemic has raised many questions about the ways in which we exist in the world. From how we use our bodies to where our bodies can go and interact with one another, life has drastically shifted, particularly for underserved populations, including people with disabilities. As the pandemic evolves, society as we know it continues to be reimagined. This online panel will explore these questions, with particular focus on COVID-19, from disability studies and justice perspectives. This event will be live captioned and recorded. Register here to attend the panel discussion.

UPCOMING DATES AND DEADLINES

MONDAY, MAY 25 (WEEK 9)
- Memorial Day Holiday

FRIDAY, JUNE 5 (WEEK 10)
- Last day to drop impacted and non-impacted courses via MyUCLA without a fee or transcript notation
- Last day to withdraw from current term
- Last day to change the grading basis for a course via MyUCLA without a fee or transcript notation

Reminders for Graduating Seniors
SATURDAY, MAY 30 (WEEK 9)
- Deadline to submit photo and message for Virtual Commencement

STAY CONNECTED!
Contact College Academic Counseling via
- MyUCLA Message Center
- Virtual Drop-in Counseling
- 30-minute Appointment

Virtual Drop-in sessions are available M-F 9am-12pm and 1pm-4pm. Appointments are available M-F 9am-4:30pm.

Visit our website for more information.

CONDUITS
Are you looking for hidden campus gems to enhance your time at UCLA? Look no further! Every week Conduits will feature a campus resource, selected by our very own ASK Peer Counselors, that will help you maximize your academic and social experience at UCLA.

Interested in giving back to the LA community? The UCLA Volunteer Center aims to engage Bruins in service through cultivating civic engagement and lifelong participation in volunteer programs. Since 2009, the Volunteer Center has partnered with local organizations to organize a variety of service events for the campus community. In addition to hosting events, the Volunteer Center also maintains an opportunities database for students with various interests to get involved. Even as the COVID-19 pandemic has affected daily campus life, the Volunteer Center is coordinating a letter-writing campaign for healthcare workers as well as a virtual food drive for low-income communities. For more information on how the Volunteer Center helps students demonstrate the True Bruin value of Service, visit their website at https://volunteer.ucla.edu/